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‘YOUR JOURNEY’



Who are Numatic? -!
Numatic is the company that created Henry and continue to make him and all of his extended family today. They also make 
various other cleaning products and machines. 
Crewkerne (Somerset, England) is the birthplace of Numatic and it was founded in 1969. 
!
How did it all begin? -!
The company started off as a very small group of people who designed vacuum cleaners for boilers. During this time vacuums 
were made up of various domesticated products like handles from suitcases and oil drums, which was not uncommon for the 
time. However, the company soon outgrew these methods and local demand for their products became so high that they soon 
needed bigger premises. 
!
Where did the company move to?!
The company took its time to grow and moved around quite a bit before Henry was created. It’s first expansion was to Yoevil 
which is situated next to a river. Unfortunately the river swelled (as rivers do!) and frequently flooded the nearby factory. This is 
the reason Numatic give for creating cleaning machines that work with water and wet surfaces. There’s nothing like learning on 
the job! This is also where their first successful commercial vacuum cleaner was created. Something they still sell today. 
!
Numatic then moved to Beaminster in Dorset where they remained for 20 years and continued to expand and grow as a market 
leader eventually competing on an international basis. 
The company eventually moved to Chard in Somerset (where they remain today) because of an increased demand for more in 
house creation of parts (rather than buying from sub contractors). 
!
When was Henry born?!
Henry was created in the Beaminster Dorset factory in 1981. Since he was first put on the market over 7 million people have 
purchased a Henry and his popularity has not dipped since he was first introduced to the vacuum market. 
!
Is Henry alone?!
Henry is not an only child! There are now several other members of the Henry family including Hetty, James, Charles, George 
and Harry. All the hoovers have different variations and two models (Charles and George) are able to work with wet surfaces. 
George is actually fully equipped to deal with dry vacuuming and carpet cleaning too! 
!
So there you have it – just a brief insight into the history of Henry the Hoover. Numatic continue to do well today and own many 
large distributors overseas. They have recently prided themselves on becoming more environmentally conscious as a company 
with the powersave models and an impressive environmental policy. 
!
So luckily for us, this little vacuum will continue to be in our lives long into the foreseeable future!



…
The Henry Hoover is the most popular model from Numatic Vacuum Cleaners. Its 1200W motor 
gives it exceptional cleaning power, making it much more powerful than most domestic hoovers. 
In addition, it is light wight and easy to maneuver with a wind up cable. It is these great features 
coupled with a low price tag of just under £100 that has made the Numatic Henry vacuum 
cleaner one of the most popular models for both commercial and domestic use. 

!

HENRY VACUUM CLEANER FEATURES 

• Two Stage 1200W Motor 

• Very Powerful Suction 

• Wind Up Cable 

• Titrex Filters 

• Cheap Price



1. What is the desired action of you target audience? !
Buying your product or service 
Donating to your organization 
Volunteer for an event 
Advocate by spreading the word and educating others !
2. What demographic groups are most likely to take the desired action? !
Figure out not only who has a need for your product or service, but also who is most likely to take action (buy, donate, volunteer). Consider the following 
factors but be cautious not to whittle things down too far. !
Age Group  
Gender (M, F, both) 
Location (local, regional, national &/or urban, suburban, rural) 
Marital/Family Status 
Income Level 
Education Level 
Occupation 
Note: Though you may want to consider things like “race” I advise against it. In most cases, openly targeting a particular race sets you up for more pitfalls 
than benefits. !
3. How do they think? !
Personality types 
Attitudes 
Values 
Interest/Hobbies 
Lifestyles 
Behaviors 
4. What needs, challenges, and frustrations do they have? 
Understanding where your audience’s needs and frustrations are, helps to shift the conversation from how they can help you (“buy my product”) to how you 
can help them. Often times this is communicated very subtly. You won’t see Charity Water saying, “We know you feel the need to belong to something that 
is both cool and makes an impact. We’re both, so you should give us money.” !
5. How does your idea, service, or product help your target audience? 
What problem does it solve? How does it make their lives easier? better? What would motivate them to pay for it? !
6. What drives them to make purchasing decisions? (or donating, volunteering, sharing, etc) 
What influences them to take that final step? What obstacles might be in their way? One product I worked with did an amazing job at marketing to potential 
users of our product and generated tons of interest and excitement on an advertising budget of virtually $0. Unfortunately we significantly underestimated 
the challenges these excited potential customers would have convincing those that hold the organization’s purse strings to authorize the purchase of the 
service. The time we were forced to spend on demos and emails walking these leaders through the benefits slowed us down and increased new account 
acquisition costs. !
7. Do they currently use (or support) a product or service of your organization or that of a similar organization? 
If so, this means that they have shown an active interest in your type of service (good) but may be open to new opportunities or may be satisfied with the 
way things are. e. If they don’t, it might prove !
8. What media do they currently use? 
Consider the magazines they read, tv & movies they watch, websites they visit, social media sites they frequent. For social media, consider the times they 
are most active and what types of content they engage with (follows, clicks, comments, mentions, likes, and shares) !
9. How can you best reach your target audience? !
10. Are you confident you picked the right target audience? 
It’s all about balance. If you try to reach everone you will likely appeal to no-one, but if only a handful of people meet all your criteria you have broken things 
down too far. You should also question your assumptions. Will they really benefit from your product or service? If so will they recognize it enough to spend 
the required money (or time)? Do you really understand what goes into their decision making process or are you just guessing? Lastly how realistic is it that 
you will be able to reach them with your message? !
Not sure of an answer, or want to verify a hunch? I’ve compiled a list of market research resources that can help you find this type of information. Also, with 
a little persistence google can prove quite helpful in helping track down research that others have already compiled on your target. Search for blog posts, 
magazine articles and survey results that talk about your target market. You also might want to consider creating a survey of your own where you can ask 
your current customers for feedback. !
Defining the market is the tough part. Now that you know who you are targeting, you should find it much easier to figure out what marketing messages will 
resonate with them and which media channels will be most effective at reaching them

TARGET 
AUDIENCE.. 
QUESTIONS







TOP BRANDS ADVERTISING ON INSTA 
!

 Profile Followers 
1    @natgeo ( National Geographic ) 38 770 575 
2    @nike ( nike ) 31 149 778 
3    @victoriassecret ( Victoria’s Secret ) 28 004 714 
4    @fcbarcelona ( FC Barcelona ) 24 773 440 
5    @realmadrid ( Real Madrid C.F. ) 22 818 153 
6    @theellenshow ( Ellen ) 21 257 930 
7    @nikefootball ( Nike Football (Soccer) ) 12 959 162 
8    @onedirection ( One Direction ) 12 563 371 
9    @hm ( H&M ) 11 480 645 
10    @nba ( NBA ) 11 220 557 
11    @forever21 ( forever21 ) 9 099 994 
12    @adidasoriginals ( adidas Originals ) 9 024 972 
13    @louisvuitton ( louisvuitton ) 8 589 801 
14    @zara ( ZARA Official ) 8 357 123 
15    @manchesterunited ( Manchester United ) 8 158 979 
16    @adidasfootball ( adidas Football (Soccer) ) 7 966 605 
17    @dior ( Dior Official ) 7 724 384 
18    @gopro ( gopro ) 7 276 073 
19    @dolcegabbana ( Dolce & Gabbana ) 7 220 453 
20    @starbucks ( Starbucks Coffee ☕  ) 6 944 766 
21    @maccosmetics ( M∙A∙C Cosmetics ) 6 738 174 
22    @gucci ( Gucci ) 6 556 592 
23    @adidas ( adidas ) 6 515 288 
24    @michaelkors ( Michael Kors ) 6 482 006 
25    @prada ( Prada ) 6 355 728 
26    @louboutinworld ( Christian Louboutin ) 6 326 569 
27    @topshop ( Topshop ) 5 830 402 
28    @maisonvalentino ( Valentino ) 5 696 505 
29    @burberry ( Burberry ) 5 391 484 
30    @sephora ( Sephora ) 5 353 467

Info collected 
 by others



Checking out diff insta 
pages, how brands 

layout, style they use, 
photography etc



Where would i like to head with 
this project?

After plenty of research into different brands and how they work, 
what consumers look at, what brands are doing to appeal to their 
target market one thing was popping up for me…..  

!

We watch and enjoy what we create ourselves right?…..!



• Could i possibly get fellow students, flat mates/ 
young professionals involved in my campaign? 

• how could i do so? 

• will it appeal to them?



Our generation love looking at content created by ourselves. 
The more realistic the better. I have seen by the behaviour of 
others whilst scrolling through snapchat and instagram what 
gets people to look.. what they find entertaining and visually 

appealing.  

I am on a quest with this campaign to get as many as involved 
as i can and bring henry’s popularity back! 

Time to brainstorm ideas!!



Campaign Ideas
• Bring popularity back - #VOTE FOR HENRY ????  

• Selfie with henry - #henrysaG #Henrygotmyback 

• Your journey with henry #yourjourney 

• Henry the?.. #henrythelover ??



5 HASHTAGS TO CHOOSE 
FROM

• HENRY THE COOK 

• HENRY THE FRIEND 

• HENRY THE HOE 

• HENRY THE LOVER 

• HENRY THE STALKER 



more brainstorming….
• CHEEKY WITH HENRY!

• HANGOVER WITH HENRY!

• LOVE WITH HENRY 

• COOK WITH HENRY 

• LUST WITH HENRY



ACTUALLY SCRAP THAT….



Your journey of life



IDEA EXPLANATION
!

• #YourJourney. Exactly what it says it is. You’ve just moved out, everything is 
new, new flat, new friends, new course. You have just begun your journey of 
life. I want this to be my campaign to convey the message of henry being 
there for a student from start to finish in their journey of life. I want to show 
how it will be there in some of the students most successful points in life 
and also down moments. Happy or sad. You name it henry is there. It might 
be  your first car? Henry is there. Your first  day at uni? Henry is there.  

• With this idea i’d like to play around with natural shots of my friends as they 
are out and about doing what they do. And on the other hand linking back 
to user generated content i would like them to come up with their own 
images with henry. I will ask them to be fun with it and create something 
they would like to look at themselves, something they'd laugh at  but also 
think about.



EDITING

Here are a couple of examples of 
where i was headed with my design. 

Involving collage, filter with low 
opacity and one hashtag. I wanted to 
keep my shots as realistic as possible 
so the final pieces with hashtags do 

not have a lot of editing. The one 
uploaded to instagram however have 
a filter to keep in with insta themes. 



FINALS AT A FLASH





INSTAGRAM 

Aswell as images i 
have also created mini 
clips for the viewers as 
they are used to other 

medias such as vine 
and snapchat. We are 
naturally drawn to the 

shorter videos. If i were 
to develop the project 

further i would hashtag 
‘with henry’ and create 

more vine styled 
videos. 



MY PAGE 



SNAPCHAT

Most of my user generated content is here in this collage. This is where snapchat comes into play. I 
was able to get my fellow friends who are all students at different locations to send me shots with 
henry making them however they wanted them to be. I was broad with this because i wanted to see 
what they came up with and a lot of them sent me funny, light hearted ones. Positive connotations 
of henry, boosting his popularity once again. If i was to change how i went about this next time i 
would give them the hashtag to add to their snaps. 

I used this font and colour 
specifically as it is very similar to 
the one on snapchat. If students 
were to create more ‘yourjourney’ 
snaps but this time add the text, 
they'd be able to.



Campaign- Your Journey 
CONCLUSION

• #YOURJOURNEY 

The idea that henry will be with you in your journey of life, wherever you go 
he will be by your side. Numatic international are aiming at a new target 
audience; young professionals and students moving out. I asked my fellow 
friends of this category to take wacky shots with henry, some i have taken of 
showing in action, what the students get up to in their day to day. This is to 
show henry will be there every step of the way. Through your happy 
moments to your sad and most importantly your successful ones. This can 
be relatable to those studying at university and have recently moved out. 
Henry will be a memorable part of their university experience and i think this 
is what will regain its popularity. Showing realistic user generated content. 
What students get up to but also natural shots of the students taken by me.  



• instagram : https://www.instagram.com/
henrycampaign/  

• blog: https://creativeminds92.wordpress.com/ 

https://www.instagram.com/henrycampaign/
https://creativeminds92.wordpress.com/

